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IN R0DUCTION
e flotation process can

now b

used industrially in

t he extraction of many sulfide minerals , beryllium minerals,
ilmenite, dolomite , fluors par, bari t e , phosphat s, pyropnyllit~,
1, 2
vermiculite, calcite, and oth er mi nerals .
Th is proce""s thus
appears to assure our nation a long- continu:ng supply of

any

valuable industrial raw.materials. Flotation has great value
in both the sulfide and the non-sulfide fields, as is evidenc d by the fact that exp rimentation is now be ginning in tbe
use of flotation in the coal and iron ore industries .
available supplies are depleted of good

3

As the

rade iron ore t hat

can be concentrated by gr .v ity and magnetic separation, t h e
iron and steel industry must turn to the more expensive but

promising flotation process for the utilization of lower r r ade
ores . It may become the predominant process in the ind1.,str y . 4

It appears likely that an ever-increasing number of indu s ·tries

may turn to the use of flotation in obtaining their raw ma ter•·

ials, especially as their supplies of high - grade ores are

depleted .
The flotation process appears simple in princi p le , '-.>ut
1 clemmer, ~

2

3
4
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Index to Chemical Abstracts (1950)
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3

ces aided flotation, while others inhibited it . 1 It was
fou,nd that the size of the bubbl6 was an important factor. 2
subst

However , it may yet be said that

0

much of flotation in o.ppli-

eation 1..::. yet an art instead of a s c i nee . 113

~n1s dissertation reports an investigation of flotation

mechanisms as applied speeifics.lly to t h e flotation of mo l yb~

denite, a sulfide ore of molybdenum (MoS 2

}.

d chaloopyrite (OuFeS 2

a chalcooite (Cu2 S)

Copper o~es, such
),

usually contain

molybdenite along with silver an d gold as impurities , The
molybdenite is useful in making

teel (the molybdenite being

added to increase the elastie limit of the steel) and it is

therei'ore a useful by-product of tho copper industry. 4 Some

difficulty has been experienced in the selective flotation of

molybdenite in the presenee of

eo~pkr
.,,. ,. .. i"-

ores . 5 , 6 At the :Miami

Copper Company and the Castle D~me Copper Company of Miam.1 1

Arizona the

recess used for the separation of molybdenite

from all other sulfides involves flotation of all sulfides,
thickening to 50-60 per cent solids, addition of slaked lime

for pyrite depression,. steaming in tanks to remove undesired
re·agents, cooling by a~ration, dilution to twenty pe:=-• c~nt

~n~r.!•,

1 Taggert

fil,
2

1

Taylor,_ and Knoll., Trans.~- Inst., Min .. Met.

217 (1930 ).
'

Morris" Mining Eng.,. !§1, 91 (1950 ).

3Roe, ~

•

4

.B•

#

2.§., No . 7, 96 (1948) .

webster•s New Inte;national Dictionary of the English

Language, rr 2nd Ed,,. 1939., p,. 1581.
5 curtis

6

1

Minints ~

-

., ]&1~ 506 (1950 ).

Castro, ....
C. A., ........
34, 5800 (1940).

4

so11ds, addition of stove oil as a spec1f1c eolleo'\,oP, and the
1
flotation of the molybdenite at a pH of, 8 . 5 to a.s. A simpler

proeeas would be more de.airable if it could be found . In the
absence of other sulfides the extraet1on ot molybdenite is

much simpler., as is eviden().ed by the extraction proo.eae 1n

operation at the Climax Molybdenum Company. Molybdenite is, the
only mineral recovered. It 1.s separated .from the granite by a

single flotation proees$ using a flotation mixture including

a pale neutral 011 plus Syntex (sulfated glyceride) o . 05 lb .

per .ton of ore, saturated hydrocarbon l lb. per ton of ore,.
. 2

and pine oil 0.028 lb. per ton of ore .

A numbe~ of research efforts have been undertaken to

find a suitable industr1a,1 method for an effective separation
of molybdenite from other sulfide ores . The results of one·

investigation indicated fair results from the use of a pine
oil (Yarmor F} coupled with suitable depressant a gents such
as. sodium autfide and sodium thiosulfate to depress the f'lo•

tation of the other sulfides . It was ·f ound that a high ooneen•

tra"bion of thiosulfa te depressed the molybdenite to some extent. 3

Other research efforts involving the flotation of' molybdenite

have result~d 1n a number of patents . One of these, secured in
.

1940 by Brown and Williams,

1curt1s, op. cit.,

4

involves the use of a molybdenite -

-187,

506.

2outhbertson, Am. Inst . Miniru5 Met.
· 1575 , 1 (1944 }. ' As abstracted in£• ! • ,~.
3 cast:ro., op. o1t • ., 34• ssoo·.

- u.s.

4Brown and WilLiarns ,

~ffis.,(l944J':
Tech.

P tent 2,187 1 930 (1940 )'.

5

depressing a gent comprising a condensation product or an aldehyde (such as acetaldehyde) with an aromatic sulfon1c aoid
{such as one of a naphthalenio hydrocarbon) or a salt of such a.

condensation product . The use of this depressant agent combined
with suitable collectors results in a ooncen_trate of copper
sulfides with a rejection of molybdenite . A second pate.n t,
secured by Woodhouse 1n 1941, 1 sugge sts t he use of a collection

agent of tb.e general formula CHaOHCOOR . where R 1s an alkyl
or a'lioyolie radical containing less than twelve carbons . The
use of this collector requires the simultaneous use of a de•
pressant to inhibit the i'lotat1on of other sulfides,. Investig•
ations in the selective .flotation of molybdenite by Janney.,,
· Johnsc:m , and Nokes resulted in a patent issued 1n 1942 • 2 They

claim successful .separation of molybdenite from mineral aggre•
gate containing iron and copper sulfides by a process involving
a heat treatment at a "superatmoapherio temperature" 2 in the
presence ot oxygen to effeot the oxidation of all the other

sulfides . There is no substantial oxidation of the molybdenite .
'!'he oxidation depresses the flotation of all the o.ther sulfides .
A more recent patent issued to Gibbs in 19483 eovers the use of
a new depressant tor the separation of molybdenite from all

other sulfides . The general formula of' the depressant is HSBCOOH
or HSROOSH in which R is any saturated aliphatic group. This
lwoodhouse, .Q_- ! •, ~, 6913 (1941).
2 Janney, Johnson, and Nokesi u. s . Patent 2,255,776
(1942), aa reported inc . A. , 36, 231, (1942) .

...C.

-

3

-- -

Gibbs, tr. S. Patent 2,449,t984 (1948), as re ported in

.......

A., 43, 988 ,

(1949) •
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CHAPTER I
TfIB ORGTIGAL
Leading Flotation Theori,es

Investigation a nd experimentation by industrial ch emists
have produced considerable pract1es.l ·information in the use of
flotation for the concentration and separati.on of minerals from
their ores .. As yet $ however , no theory explaining the mechan...
isms of adsorption h a s been found which has received general
'

acceptance among those who are investigating the problem. It

is highly important that a clear understanding of the chemistry
of adsorption and of flotation .b e achieved, in orde:r that such
a kpowledge may serve to point out better and additional ap•

pl1cat1ons of the flotation process . Some substant.i al contr1-butions to the knowledge of t he chemistry of flotation have
been made by several investigators. Some o:f the fa.ots and
theories advanced by the s e men shall be presented 1n the sec•
tions which follow, together with evidenee which has appeared
either upholding or casting doubt upon their theories . As pre•
vlously indicated ., none of these theories appears to have received general acceptance·.
The Theory of Natural Wettability

In 19:34 Patek 1 published results of experiments which
1

Patek., Trana . _ . Inst.
7

!:!!.!l• ~ -

Ensrs•• .,

1£,

486 (1934 ) .
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theory ot £iolub1llt7 in flotation in that the addition 0£ one

of the neeesaary ions in sutfic1ent exoes
tation

of

to produce p:t>~oip!•

the metal xanthate immediately develops the usual ccm•

tantl angle . This appl1oat1en has not been .found to be completely

general. however, as in the ease of sphal rite and ethyl xan•

thats, · whe:re high coneenti-atione of berth xsn1hate ,and z1nQ au.1•

£«te 1'a11 to prodµ.o& c-ontaot 11 even though a preeipitate ot zinc
xan·t hate 1s formed., 1

In applyir...g t heir tneor-y to the adsorption of 2tantbata e

they euggest that there is evidence that the contact angl

1ndt,pendent o.f the nature ot the underlying solid and.

is

or· th•

natU!'e of the ad..sorbed molecule, ttprovid.ed only that it eon•

ta1n$ the ethoxy- or s1.m ilar gs-oup. • 8 Possible conclusions are

that the xa.ntbate is adsorbed in aueh a. way that th~ ethyl _

group 1s outward., e.nd that tbes$ group

as the ethyl group, perm1t. 2

are packed as closely

Concerning the theo:ry of the direct adso:rption of ool•

lector ions, Cook and Nixon present the following diaoussiont

Meehan1sma that have 'been described f'or 1on1o eollectors
are (lJ the direct adsot'ption of eolleetott ions, or the ex•
change or collector 11 1one 14 w1 th some ot the ions that in!.•
tial17 occupied the ·e leettrical double l er at the sol1d11qu1a 1nterfaee, and {2} meohe.niems involvtng metathtlSiEJ
in whioh exchange occnw1• ~etween oolleotor ions .Qnd lattiae
ions . ,, .,. , In flotation we are dealing pl!"1marily with S-&i"
le.otive adsorption. This fact evidently Unit.ta possible ad•
aorpt1en of ions to positions with1n the eompaot double
l . yer {the 1nner Helmholtz plane),, because ionll oaeupying
the d11'tuse double la~r ar~ still solvated and are able to

move ab.out freely within th~ olut1on phase, the only r»e"l'I
striation being that the'y are ('~nee~1trated statistically
).Ibid .•

f3

Ib1d •.

10

toward the (dipolar) charged surface • • • • In other words,
ions in the diffuse double layer are not sufficiently localized to act as selective collectors.,. The problem in regard
to type (1) adsorption of ions may th~s be narrowed down to

a discussion of the possible conditions under which collect-

or ions adsorbed in t he compact double layer are capable of
rendering a surface hydrophobic.

It is generally recognized that the film producing the
hydrophobic surface is composed of a heteropolar substance
in which the nonpolar or hydrocarbon end is oriented approximately perpendicular to and outward from the solid.

This restriction of orientation limits t he type (1) ionic

mechanism to one type of ionic adsorption : namely, the adsorption of the collector ions and their counter ions in

pairs so that both types of ions oocupy the compact double
layer . The adsorption of a. collector ion without its count""
er ion will not have the proper orientation for flotation
but will be oriented with t h e nonpolar end toward the solid
and the ioni c end outward., and a hydroph;i.11c rather than a
hydrophobic: surfaoe would result. This may be shown by a.
sim lo one• dimensional treatment of the energy relations+
• • • (Ac ox-ding to the en rgy caloulations of Cook and
Nixon the energy required. ·eo orient one mole or ions to
proa.uee a l::lydl'ophobio ·surfaoe .would be in exoesa of fifty
thousand calor1ei • • · • Al1ow1ng for the sake of discus•
a1on that the proper orientation has taken place , it wtll
actually effect a separation of the collector and lts eoun""'
ter +ons,, the latter remaining in the aqueous solution.

Assuming a complete or nearly complete :rnonolayer of collector ions on the minerl particles,. one would obtain a
bulk concentrate with so :much oharg~ (it it OQUld be formed
in bulk by some mysterious nonterrestrial deviee) that it

would explode with greater v1~len~e than an equal weight or
liqu1dn1troglycerine1 The aqueoua solution left behind
would likewise be explosive •• • • These arguments indicate
that heteropolaP ions cannot adsorb as: suah unless the
counter 1ona are adsorbed simultaneous.17 and ln equal amounts •
• • • 'lhe counter iona ot the ion pair would be hydrogen
ions and/or the cation of jhe original collector salt 1n
"anionic" collectors • • •
The apparent correctness •Of the above analysis: eauses

considerable doubt to exist: that the theory of direct ion adsorption oan be the true explanation.

Chen11cal Reactions of Well Recognized Types
Another group or investigators , Taggert . del Giudice , -

11
and Z1eh1, 1 have proposed the following explanation of flotation mechanism& . "All diasolved reagents wh1eh 1 in flotation

pulpa,- either by action on the to- be- floated or the not- to• be•

floated particles affect their flotab111ty. function by reason

of chemical reactions of well recognized types between the rea•

gent and the particle a.ffeeted.ul This statement is "limited

to reagents that are dissolved 1n the water of the flotation
pulp . " 1 but does not apply to "conditioners whose function
.
seem to be merely that of pH control. "1 These reactions are
most commonly thought to be metathesis • oxidation and reduction,
and addition reaetions . 1

As evidence for metathes-1 a 1n flotation Taggert and
hia co• workera cite the work of Taylor and Knoll 2 in which

they found "complete sto1oh1ometrie balance between xanthate

ions abstracted from solution and sulfate plus reduced divalent
sulfur• oxygen 1on& thrown into solution, 112 or with carbonate

ions thrown into solution. They reported that the sulfide ion

does not enter metathesis, and that the alkali ion of the xan•
thate is unchanged in concentration in solution. 3

Ob jections. whieh h ave been raised to the Taggert theory
appear sufficiently numerous to east much doubt upon its gen•
e~al application. Some of these objection& are mentioned in
the sections below.

-

- - -

l
Taggert. del G1ud1oe . and Ziehl.- Trans . Am. Inst. Min.
Met . Engrs ., 112 1 348 (1934 ) .
2Taylor and Knoll , Trans. Am. Inst ~ Min. _Met. Engrs .,
38 2 (1934,}~

3 Taggert

-

1

-

-

del Giudiee, and Z1ehl , op. cit., 11a 1 355 .

•
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It has been found that colleot<>rs of the xanthate type
are excellent collectors tor both graphite and sulfur •• • •
At the surfaces of sulfur and graphite there can be no
chem1cal 1react1on with xanthate of the. type postulated by
Taggert . It has been claim.ad that at least part of the adso:rp•
t1on of xanthates on graphite is due to impur1t1e$ in the graphite . Therefore Wark and Oox2 tested adsorption of xanthat,s on
ash• free sugar charcoal. They established that sugar charcoal

adsorbs both ethyl and amyl xanthates, and that their adsorp•
t1on has distinct influence upon its- flotation. 2
In further re.futa.t1on of' the Taggert theory, Cox and

Wark3 present the evidence •

Gaudin, Haynes , and Haas 4 evidently doubt the universal
val1d1ty of the theory , for they state that though sphaler1te can be floated by oerta1n amines , no insoluble sul.f1de
or zinc salts are formed by them.
'
Thus, though there is undoubtedly much evidence of a
qua11tat1Ye nature in favor of this theory of adsorption,.
there are many eases whi~h apparently are exceptions .
The adsorption of xanthates by the noble metals can

hardly be explained by metathesis . Excluding the doubtful
possibility of surface oxidation, it must be concljded that

xanthate ion or xanthio aeid 1a directly adsorbed.
.
Cook and Nixon5 in discussing the Taggert theory state s
The direct exchange, of collector 'tions*' with lattice
ions • • • seems· a very remote possibili tr fo.r any of the
known examples • • • • For example , there seems to be no .
reason to expeet xanthate ions to replaee ·sulfide ions of
the ionic crystal 1n heavy metal sulf"ides . Furthermore . no
experimental evidence ha.s been round for the mechanism,
lwark and Cox:,
2wark and Cox.,

i.• Phys .
l.• Phts •
l.. Phys .

Chem. ,
Ohem.,

M•
.1..!•

551 (1935 ).
673 (193'7 ).

3oox and Wark•
Chem. , _ll, 797 (1953 ).
4oe.-u,d1n, Haynes, and Haas"- "Flotation Fundamentals,"
Part 4 . University of Utah (1930 , . ·
·
5 cook and Nixon,

l.•

Phy~ . Colloid Chem. , §.!, 445 (1950 ).
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1.e_..,. tt(I) evi<lenoe has been found t ha.t the a.dsorption of
xanthat& is aoeompanied by an increase 1n tJulfide•ion con""
osnt~ution in solution.

, A. aeeond metathesis meeha.nism involving ~utohange with .
lattice, ions was auggfl>st.ed b y Taggert .and his CQ•-wo,r,kers,, l . ,
Thi.s t he0l7 assumed t h at the min ex, l, er a.n oxida, tion
, product ot. it ooctU:-ing on the surfao~, :ts morce aolul.)le. ·t han

· tae · sal.t formed by a metathes1a reaction ~1th t ha colleotol'
u_iontt The mineral_.., or comparable salt, thus dissolves- an4
· und.el:"gc;,es metatbfilsts with the collector ion., pree:tpi ts.ting
. the. less soluble (aolleotor ion•latt;1ce ion) se.lt onto th~ solid surface • • • ., In any event, the 'l'aggert theory is
1nc.omplete for . 1 t . provided no m~ohanism by wh1eh the- pre•
olp1tate deposits $eleat1vely only on t he p~tioular min•
eral from whic:tl the partial solutiori oeeurre•t - and the _re-

1

markable niobil1 ty which the theory would requ ·~• for . the .
np~eoip! ta.t e u to · find its way to t h e appron:ia te surface. 2

.

.

Free Acid Adsorption of Anionic Oolleatora

Ooo1f:3 has. advanced t h e tb.eo-ry that the common anionic ·

collectors which are widely used in flotation o.1 reu1ts are not

dsorbed as anions., but as the tree acids . In discuasing his

"theory of water re,pell.~nt 1'1lms on solids formed by adsorption
rrom ~queoua $olut1ons -of h~tero;polar oompou.nds st4 be state.a :
Heteropolar aub·s ta.i1ees useful in flotation, known as
oolleot9rs,. differ widely both in their .sol.ution charaoter•
istios • • • and 1n thtir modes of reaction at the solid

eiurface, ••• Wa.te.r•repell.ent t1lm•fomtng oompounds may
divided into thre• nuun g7oups : (a) anionle substances,
1-~•t aubetanees in which the active part ot the mol~cul& .
ls the ,anion,. (b) oati.onio .s ub,a tanctHJ 1 and {e) s;ioneleetro•,
lytes, listed: in the order of their industz-ial importanoe.
• , • Undel"' optimum conditions tor seleet1ve condi t1on1ng

of solids 1n r.1otation, $.llionic $nd cationic types exis~.
in the {bulkJ solution largely as 1~ns. !ypioal an~onie
collectors ,we the xanthates S thes•e are known to be . nearly
completely !oniaed 1n the (generally) b&$ic flotation .

l7aggert 1 '.rayloJ>, end Knol.1 1 Tr.an! • .Am. Inat. li,1!!• Met ~
1a {1930) •
' ·
-

~-- rs. , ...-..,.#
m
--~-~d-L
2

00Ok and Ntxon1.

l•

~hzs •: Ooll.oid

.an~., B~.-

- -

445 (1950 ).

3
00.ok, "Mechanism ot Oolleetor• Mtnere.1 Attaehlnent ib
Flotation . 1' Unpublished. University ot Utah (1949 )~
4
ooek and Nixon# l• P_bz,_
;_s..·• Colloid Ohe;m. • 5~,. 445 (1950 ) •
.

.
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cireui ts . • • ,, Because of the strong electrolytic properties of these aubstanaes , pr,oposed mechanisms for the for mation of hydrophobic films by type (a) and typ! (b) collectors have generally been ionic in character .
In opposition to the ionic type mechanisms , Cook pro•
poses that the free acid is the unit adsorbed , and he defends
his position in part by stating:

Surface chemistry studies show clearly that a free
acid has much greater tendency to adsorb at a surfaoe than
the corresponding ion. One wonders ., therefore , why an ion
would adsorb 1n preference to the free acid, especially
1n the region where the free acid conoent~ation will be
hundreds of' times higher than the ion concentration .
A further check on the validity of the free acid theory
of xanthates and related collectors is found in the fac·t
that K determined from the concentration vs . pH curve for
potassium amyl xanthate on sphalerite agrees very closely
with t hat determined ~rom pH·measurements {1 : e •• 4. 0xlo•6
compared with 2 . 7xlo• ).2
In applying the free acid theory to xanthate circuits,
Cook suggests that·tha critical ooncentrat1on (of the collector
HX) may be explained by the solubility product in some oases ;

the collector film may be unstable unless the solution ts saturated with the adsorption material .. There are other cases in

which it appears that the adsorption.potential, or free energy
of adsorption, is the limiting factor. This is believed to be

the case with ethyl xanthio acid on so~e minerals such as gal•
ena and chalcopyrite ., The adsorption potential in this case

appears to be very high and the solubility product very low .

Evidence for this belief lies in the very low critical con•

cent:ration of ethyl xanthic aeid needed to ,p roduce air•bubble
1 Ibid.

2 cook, "Meohe.nisms of Colleoto,r - Mineral Attachment in
Flotation. " U'npublished. Universi t y of Utah (1949) .
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oonta.et , 1

Supporting the idea~ Wadsworth states :

The rejection of the free . acid model based upon . the
magnitude of bulk concentration 1s not a justifiable argu•
ment . Calculated adsorption potentials permit large surface
concentrations to exist in ~qu1libr1um with extremely low
concentrations in the bulk,.

The free acid theory explains several condition& ob•

served in connection with the efCeot of pH upon flotation . There

is a eri tio-al pH valu·e for each mineral, above which, even 1n the
absence or depressant , the response to 25 mg. /1 . of ·potas.sium
ethy-l xanthate is prevented. 3 At high pH values the formation
of the free xanthic aoid 1.s greatly deoreased, a fact wh1oh

apparently would aooount for the lack of reaponae to bubble
contact , In an early wr1t1ng 4 Wark and Oox rejected the idea of
adsorption of the free acid b y claiming: ·
It has been foun d that the adsorption of ethyl xanthate

by graphite does not ;change the pH value of the solution ;

it follows that the xanth1c acid alone 1s not adsorbed, for
i f 1 t were, t h e solution would develop alkalinity . 4

Later, however, they reported :

The adsorption of xanthates by sugar charcoal has been
studied •• ,. • Some potassium ion is adsorbed simultaneous•
ly with the xanthate ion. Alkali is liberated corresponding
to the difference between xanthate and potassium :tons adsorbed. Addition of alkali decreases the amount of xanthate
adsorbed in a given time • • •• . With graphite the xanthate
ions abstracted and t h e alkali liberated are approximately
1cook and Ntxon,

!.-

Ph:xs . Colloid. Chem. , 54, 445 (1950 ).

2 :wadsworth, "Acid and Ba~.e Adsorption on Solids From

Aqueous Solutions of Strong Electroly tes .. " Disserta~ion (for
the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy), University of Utah (1951) .
3
wark an d Cox, Trans. !!f:.•
!:'!.!!!• ~ • ~ngrs . , 112

245 (1934 ).

4wark and Cox,

.:!•

Phy~• ~

- , ~ - 551 (1935 ).
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eq~ivalent~ •• 1

The Cook t heory of free

eid adsorption would explain

this condition, except that the supposed liberation ·o.f alkali
would instead be a • removal of protons due to adsorption of xanth1c aoid.

Hagihara2 , after a study by electron diffraction meth•

ode of adsorption

or

xanthate on galena surfaces, concluded

that the adsorption mechanism involved either (l} the compensating a.d.s orption of small hydrogen i.ons adjacent to the chem1•

sorbed xanthate ions,

or

(2) the adsorption of the neut.ral xan-

thic aoid molecules on the galena lattice . ''It is suggested

hat the monolayer is composed of xanthio acid molecules adsorbed with their polar heads attaehed to the lead atoms of the
galena lattice . The layer is unstable in air"" 2
Andelin3 found strong evidence_ from bubble contact data
on molybdenite surfaces. to support the Cook theory of single
site fr e acid adsorption . He reported that double site 1onpair adsorpt1 n was not indicated to be the mechanism involved
1n adsorption of xa.nthates on molybdenite .

Continued investigations by Last and Cook4 have pointed
1wark and

COX;,

!.·

Ph~~ · Chem .. .

.il,

673 (193? ) .

2Ha.gihara,, '1Z.bno-· and Multilayer Adsorption of Aqueous
Xanthate on Galena Surfaces . " A paper produced from the Taihei
Mining and Metallurgloal Laboratory, Omiya City, Japan, and
from the Kobayas1 Institute of Physical Research, Kokubunz1,

Tokyo , Japan.
3

Andelin, ''Collector- Depressant Equilibria in the Flota-tion of Molybdenite . " Dissertation (f'oi.. the Degree of Master of

Arts} Brigham Young University (1952) .
4

Last and Cook, "The Mechanism of Collector-Depressa.."'lt
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toward the validity of the theory of single site adsorption of
collector and depressant free acids _upon mineral surfaces,
coording to their analysis, the f ·o llow1ng series of ~quations
s.pply to the proposed mechanisms:
(1)

HD+ S' :.:t HDS 1

(2)

where RX is the collector free acid molecule, HD is t...11e de•

pre$sant free a.old mo lecule., and S• is a single, surfaoe adsorption s1 te. Th

equilibria constants of equations (1) and (2)

are;
(3)

(4)

where Siix is the fraction of surface sites eover@d by HX, -0.HD

1s the fraction of surface sites eov.ered by HD, and I, is the

fraction of unoccupied surface sites, according to the relation,
(5 )

Solving equation (4) for eHD, substituting in equation (5) , and
solving for I, one obtains:

(6)

Substituting equation (6) into equation (3) one thGn obtains :
Ki ::: 8HX

l-9HX

•

1 ,+ K2 (HDJ

(HX)

(7)

Equilibria at Mineral Surfaces." Presented at the Minerals
Benef1c1ation Division of' t he A.I . M. E,. in St. Louis, Missouri.,
February (1951).
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At the threshhold of bubble contact it seems that

x should

be constant, as illustrated by t he equation:
(8)

Equati~n {7) may be written:
K 1 (HXj ::::

K' -t Kt

When (HD) = O, (me) = (HX 0 )
K1. {!nco)

.hence

(mc) ;:

D)

(9 )

and equation {9) r.eduoes to :

::: Kt

(10}

+ K'Kt.?

~IXo)

K1

iwl

(11)

According to the relationship of equation (11) a plot of QIX)
vs . (HD) should give a straight line of slope K•Kra/K 1 and an

(HxJ •
HXo) =

inter.c ept of

In logarithmic form

log (HX

log

•

K•Ka
K1

+ log (HD)

:::: log B (HD)

(12)

where B = K•K2/K 1 • According to equation (12) a plot of log

(rue •

slope .

HX0)

vs~ log (HD)

should give a straight line of unit

Collector and Depressant Free Acids
Assuming the free acid mechanism as the method of ad•
sorption of the collector on the mineral surfaoe 1 the equation
for the formation of the free acid c an be written:
in which

x•

+ H,a O

(1:3)

= HX + OH.•

x• is the anion1e collecto,r . The hydrolysis equilibrium

oonstant for the above reaction may be written:

Kw

(14)
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olving for Kat

(15)

Ka 1~ the dissociation constant for the collector acid . Sub-.
stituting

(x-J

= m • (HX) in equation (15), the relation:

(HX) =

m(H+J

(16)

(H+) + Ka

is obtained . From a similar derivation the expression is de41"
rived for the depre sant free acid concentration:
(HD)

=

(17)

Adsorption Potentials
It will be noted that equations (3) and (4) are the expressions for the equilibria .constants (according to t he free

acid adsorption theory) for the adsorption of the collector
free acid and the depressant free acid upon the mineral sur.faoe.
From the thermodynamic relation

~ F0

=-

R T ln K

(18)

it oan be seen that the standard adsorption .free energies of

the eollector and the depr&ssant upon the mineral surface could
be obtained from a knowledge of the values of K1 and K2 at a

known temperature . Equation (12) contains K2 (the equilibrium
constant for the adsorption of the depressant free acid) in a
relationship which permits its calculation from experimental

data . By the substitution from equation (1 ) ot K1

(

XJ

for K•,

equation (12) reduces to the form:
(19)

20

Equation (10) may be solved for K1 (the equilibrium constant

for the adsorption of the colleetor free acid) , giving :
. (20)

Reference to equation {8) indicates that K• is a runetion of

the per cent of the mineral surface which is covered by the

collector tree aaid at the point ot contact.

CHAPTER II
EXPERIMENTAL

Preliminary to an experimental investigation· of the
system potassium ethyl xanthate-potassium cyanide•molybdenite
a suitable device must be found which will provide a measure
of the relative degree of bubble contact on the mineral surface
in the carefully controlled test solution. A number of experimental methods have been devised, and each method seems best
applied within 11m1ts determined by the nature ef the minerals
to be tested . Several of these methods are considered below.
Contact Angle Method
A well established technique involves the visual meas •

urement of the angle of contact between a captive air bubble

and a polished mineral surface . Recent work by Cooke and Digre 1
involved this method . Quartz specimens mounted in Lucite were

highly polished and stored under water until used . 'l'he polished
surface was inverted to prevent settling of impurities upon the
surface . Tests for contact angle were made by pressing the
bubble against tho polished surface for a given time, and then
the contact angle, if any, was measured by visual estima.tion. 1
Contact angle measurements have been used as evidence
supporting the free acid theory
1 oooke and Digre, M1nin5
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or

adsorption by Wadsworth,

Ena. ,

.!§.2, 299 (1949 )•

Conrady, and Oook . 1
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Wark and Cox2 report inves.tiga tions with polished min•

eral surfaces using the bubble contact method .
Though this method of testing bubble affinity for min•
eral aurtaces has received wide acceptance, it appears to be

inapplicable to the testing of molybdenite . The softness of the
molybdenite crystal inhibits the success of known polishing

techniques, especially when the polishing is done under water
to avoid contamination and oxida.t ion of the mineral surrace . 213 -

Bubble Pick•Up Method
Ae used by Cooke and Digre, 4 this method was applied to
adsorption studies on quartz . Small amounts ot vein quartz

crushed to minus 1 mm. were added to the cell and an air bubble

was pressed against the particles. The amount of pick•up was
observed when t he bubble was lifted. It was found that this
piok•up method "was ~ore sensitive to changes in r .e agent cpn.cent:ration than the contact angle method._" 4

Andelin, 5 in reporting experimentation on molybdenite

wrote that the bubble pick-up method of Cooke and D1gre was
attempted by him. Oaretully screened particles were found to

-

lwadsworth,. Conrady# and Cook, J . Phys .· Oollo:id Chem.•
55 , 1219 (1951 ).
,
2 .

Wark and Cox~ Tran:h ~ • List . l-fin. Met . E!!Srs . • .ll2,

189 (1934 h

-Met .

3 Taggert, del Giudice, and Z10hl , Trans . ~ • Inst •...J!.2.

Ensrs . , ~-- 348 (1934 ).

·

4oooke and Digre, Minin5 En& . , ~ - 299 (1949 ) "
5

. L. Andelin, "Collector-Depressant Equilibria in the
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subdivide in water, and also in the cleansing process ., No ref-erence point was .found, because the

ount of pick-up was a

function of particle size.•
The observation that the amount

or

bubble piok• up is a

function of .particle size is supported by Cooke. Ile reported

that the range of pH and CaCla coneentration wough which part~

ial pick-up occurred progressively broadened as the particle
sizes decreased . He made tests with quartz particles "sized
from minus 14 mesh plus 20 mesh through the intervening screen
sizes to minus 270 mesh plus 400 mesh. "1
Modified Captive Bubble Method

Andelin successfully applied a modification of the cap•
tive bubble method in measuring relative· ·a1r bubble contact on

molybdenite . In order to avoid the difficult task of trying to
polish a molybdenite surface he made smooth•surfaoed pellets in
a modified oommereial pellet press . Care. was used to avoid long
contact of the pellets with air, the pellets being stored under
water until used for examining for bubble contact in the test
solution. 2
Experimental Procedures
The molybdenite used was provided by the Utah Copper
Division of the Kennecott Copper Corporation. Aeoord1ng to their

Flotation of Molybdenite . " Diss rtation for the De ree of
Master of Arts, Brigham Young University (1952) .
1cooke., Minin5
2

!!Yl·, ~

1

Andelin 1 op. cit. P• 19 .

306 (1949 ) .
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analysis or the sample it c-onta1.ned 93 . 10 per cent molybdenite

~nd O 410 per cent copper . Other impurities were not reported.
The oleaning of the sample was according to the method

of Ls.st and Cook . 1 This method in"!!olves boili~g the moly-bdeni ttf

in dilute sC>dium hydroxide solution; washing with distilled
water ) boiling in a nearly, saturated solution of: sodium chlor""'
1de 1

and

washing with d1st1.lled water until all chloride ion

i.s ·removed~ as tested with silver nitrate solution~ The pellets

were teated for no adhesion to an air bubble in distilled water .

Adhesion in the distilled water indicates contamination or oxid-

ation from contact wi tl1 the air .

Pellets were made aeoording to the method of Andelin, 2

with the exception that .n itrogen gas was used instead of' hyd..
rogen to exclude oxygen in the air from contact with the minel'al • .Prior to use the parts of the pellet press wer@ washed

carefully with a detergent to remove any traces of grease, or
other contaminants . The surfaoe of the cylinder which forms the
test surf'a.ae on the pellet was freshly buffed with hematite on
a chamois skin, washed with detergent and rinsed with distilled
water . In discussing the importance of cleanliness and care in

the preparation of the test surface 7 Taggert and his co- workers
state that if a surface is prepared under water, f:r$e of grease.,

and by eliminating contamination with grease from the finge~s,
the resulting surface "will remain evenly covered with water

when removed. therefrom, and a captive air bubble will not
lLa.st and Oook, op- cit.

2

.

Andelin, op . cit., p . 19 .
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oonta:ct with it • • • • A clean surfaoe w111 not remain elean,
however, if it is permitted to dry 1n air . Invariably such an
air- dried particle fails to beoome completely wetted, n and shows
a oontact angle in the bubble apparatus . 1 Conperning the effeet
of exposure . to air , Wark and Oo.x explain,"It is knoWD that the

flotativ

properties of ores which have been ground dry dif'fei,

£rom those whieh are

ound wet . n 2 T'ney report results of inv•

estig tion of galena surfaces which have been exposed overnight
to air . Contact angles between 50<> and 60° were measured in

distilled water.
No xanthate was necessary . In every ease the an le decreased to zero on standing 1n water :for several hours .
Moreover, exposure to air prior to testing has no efi'eot
on the contact angle in potassium ethyl xanthate solution. 2
In ma.king the pellets another precaution is necessary bees.use
of a so- called "aging effect~" 3 wh1eh causes depression of

bubble contact . This ef.feot results when pellets are allow~d
to stand in distilled water for longer than two hours. Andelin
reports that the depression increases with the length of time
that the pellets remain 1n the water or in the test solutions .
He postulates that the "aging ef.fect'' may be the result o.f sur...
.faee oxidation. 3 Clemmer made a more detailed study of this

aging condition. In his work polished surfaces of galena,
pyrite, eha.loopyrite, and aphalerite were allowed to stand in
aerated distilled water for several days . Neutral or acid pulps
1Taggert, del Giudice, and Ziehl ,. op. c1t .. , p . 348.

2

Wark and Cox., Trans . ft.Ip. . Inst ,. M1n. Met. Ensrs • ., ~ ,

189 (1934 ) • .
3

Andelin, op . oit • • P• 27 .
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resulted in oxidation to produce soluble cations and su:l..:'ates .
Ba ... ic pulps resulted in oxidation to produce p l y thion~tes ,
sulfates, sulfites, and thioaulfate . However , he reports that
oxidation increases the "tolerance" of the minerals to cyanide
and alkali when using ethyl xanthate as the collector . 1 This

seems to indieate that oxidation would hava an effect opposite
to the depressant effect reported by Andelin. It might there•
fore be postulated that the observed depressant effect on the·
molybdenite pellets may be due to some other action than oxid•
ation , perhaps hydrolysis, or perhaps the dissolving of oxidation products which a.re already on the mineral surface .
In all phases of the experimental work cleanliness is
very important . All apparatus must be free of grease and other
contaminants.

2

.

Therefore, immediatE:lY prior to use all apparatus

was carefully cleaned with detergent ., and wa$ well rinsed-with
distilled water . Care was exercised to avoid contamination from
the hands , The molybdenite pellets were handled with olean cru•
oible tong.s . All liquids were kept covered to e:'loid contamin-

ation from the air .
The reagents used were all of ~alyt1cal grade .
The potassium ethyl xantha.t-e was prepared by the drop•

wise addition of carbon disulfide to a eold saturated solution
of potassium hydroxide in ethanol . The preo1p1ta:ted xanthate

was purified by three suocessive reerystaliz t1ons from an
acetone-ethyl ethe~ mixture . The .xanthate was stored in an
1

cle.mm r, ~

• ElnS • Chem.,

.il•

41 (1949).

-

2 Ta.ggert, del Giudice ., and Ziehl, op. oit . , 112~ 348 .
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air-tight container until used . Concerning the purification O·f
· xanthates, Wark and Oox report that, "The dixanthogens and oar•
bon disulfide are ether soluble, whereas the xanthates are not. "

Ether extraction of the solid xanthate is therefore recommended
as a pu~ification measure . They report that the red aqueous
solution at the bottom of the puri fication solution consists
of polysulfides.l
Ethyl dixanthogen { Et0 • CS • SS • CS • 0Et ),. formed by oxi ...

dation of potassium ethyl xanthate , has a strong collector
action (stronger than that of the xanthate itself) , as tested by

Wark and Oox . l Because of this fact a fresh solution

or

xanthate

was prepared each day . When a xanthate solution waa one day old

it was observed that the collector action was greatly increased .
·All aqueous solutions were made with carbonate- free

distilled water.

The ionic strength of all test solutions was maintained
at a value of o . 80 . A 0 . 50 molar potassium chloride solution
was used to adjust each solution to an ionic strength of that

value . It has been found that the ionic strength is of great
importance in adsorption work . 2 .- 3
The temperature of the test solutions was carefully
1wark and Cox, Trans . Am .. Inst . Min .. Met. E·n srs ., _112 .

189 (1934) .

-

.

-

-

2wadsworth, Conrady., and Oook,

55, 1219 (1951) •

-

l•

-

Phis • Colloid Chem. ,

3cook and Wadsworth, "A Corollary Between the Adsorp•
tion oi: Collectors on Mineral·s and Dyes on Wool. " A paper pre•
sented at the 116th meeting of the Ameriaan Chemical Society,.

Atlantic City ,. New Jersey , September (1949 ).
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mainta ined at 25° Centigrade, alth ough it is reported that the
temperature coefficient of adsorption of potassium ethyl xanthate on galena is small. 1

Tests were made

by adding given volumes of collector,

depressant, potassium ehloride., and buffer solutions (potassium

oarbonat

d sodium hydrogen carbonate) from burettes to 100

ml . Berzelius bea.kers i adding sufficient water to adjust the
volume to ?5 ml .; allowing t h e solutions toe uilibrate for ten
minutes in a constant tempera ture bath i adding a molybdenite
p~llet ; and testing after exactly five minutes for bubbl~ con...

tact . Contact was taken to be the condition of perceptible

clinging ot the bubble to the pellet surface as t h e bubble was
pressed a gainst the surfac

and was thon slowly and steadily

withdrawn. The bubble was noticeably distorted immed1ately be•
fore leaving the pellet surface, and it brolke from the ~urfaoe
suddenly . A capillary tube with a short section of rubber tub•
1ng att ched was u ed to produce the captive test bubbles ,
Tho p~ values of the test solutions were measured on a
Cameron pH Meter, using a buffer of pH 10 as a st
standard buffer was raad

dard . The

according to the direction-s of Clark

and Lubs . 2 It was prepared by adding 43 .. 90 co . of
solution to 50 ee . of 0 . 1 M H:,B0 3

,

o. l

N Na.OH

and diluting the resultant

solution to 100 ee . The boric acid solution was prepared in a
O. l N KC l solution .. The sodium hydroxide solution was prepared
1wark and Cox, Trans .

L 9 (1934 ).

!m•

Inst .

!1!.!l• ..!21•

En51~s . ) ,!E,

2 N. A. Lange, 11 Han.dbook of Chemistry," Handbook Pub lish ers, Inc., Sandusky , Ohio, 1949 , p . 1128 .
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carbonate- free and standardized with potassium acid phthalate,
using phenolphthalein as the indicator ,

CHA TER III
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND TH IR INTERPRETATION
Bubble Contact ~easurements

From the molybdenite furnished by the Utah Copper Div""I
ision of the Kennecott Copper Corporation tou:r portions were
taken) and each portion was cleansed separately by the same process , with minor variations . Mineral sample (l) was boiled for

one hour in each of the two solutions -,~~JJPJ:l,n,.. ,r?,c,N:aCcl )l the Ifs.OH
solution was about 1 N.,; and no air was permitte,d to, touch the
•

T .,

'"I° ;.~-

sample until it had dried in the vacuum dessioatore None of the
pellets me.de from sample (1) showed a trace of contact with an
air bubble in distilled water. Mineral sample (2) was boiled
for only one• half hour in each solution; the NaOH solution was
about 0 . 3N.;, and the freshly washed min ral tTas collect d in a
suction filter to remove most 0£ the water . Air was in brief
contact with the mineral surface . Sample (3) was prepared in a
manner similar to a-a mple (2 ). Both samples furnished sa.tisfaet ..
ory pellets for a brief period (two or three days), after which
the pell ts b gan to show a. trace of contact in distill d water .
Sample (4) was prepared in a

anner similar to sa.mpl s (2) e.nd

(3), except that no air wasp rmitted to come in contact with

the freshly washed mineral. The pellet action was excellent at
first, but again traces of contact appeared after a few days .

The data obtained from the bubble contact measurements
30

31

is tabulated in Tables l,2 1 3 1 and 4 . Corresponding to each concentration of depressant -is listed the minimum eoneentration of
collector which will eive contact with an air bubble pressed
against the mineral surface . ·The concentrations of the collector
and depressant free acids in each test solution were •o aloulated
from equations (16) and (17), The values of Ka are ta.ken to be

d 7.2 x 2 0 ... 10
3.0 x 10•3 for the collector tree acid (HEtX),
for t:tio depressant free acid (HCN ) . 1 A test of the free acid

theory of adsorption is provided by the B _constant, as 1nd1•
oated in equation (12) . For a single mineral sample the -values
of the B constant are in fair agreement. This is observed to be
true in samples (1} 1 (2), and (3} under conditions ot varying
depressant ooneentrat1onS and also in sample (4) under the eon•
d1t1on of varying pH values of the test solutions. It appears
that within the single mineral samples there is fairly good
evidence supporting the theory ot: free acid adsorption.
However , it will be noted that t he B constant varies
considerably with the different mineral samples of molybdenite .
This variation , coupled with the reported action of the pellets
from the different swnples. points to the conclusion that the
B constant, and oonsequently the required conditions for bubble
contact, also,. are affected by the care exerc.i sed in the cleans ..

ing process, the amount of contaot with the air, and perhaps
other unknown !'actors . The use of the B constant in comparing

contact conditions of several dii'"f'erent minerals appears to be
1 1. E. Wadsworth ., nAcid and Base Adsorption on Solids

from Aqueous solutions of Strong Eleotrolytes . n Dissertation (foll
the Degre of Doctor of Philosophy) , Universi ty of Utah (1951).

TABLE 1
A TABULAT ION OF ''Bu V/\.LU2: S FOR THE SYSTEM POTASSIUM
E;THYL XANTHATE-POTASSIUM -CYANIDE-MOLYBDENITE

Mineral Sample l

pH .

9.8

'

F~ee Acid

m
.

c.x-1

3 . l7xl0"" 6

co- J

( HX)
•.

0

( HD)
0

(me - - HX 0)

B

0

0

9. 8

4. 0 x10- 4

6 . 7xlo- 6

2:. 12x10• 11

1 . 2lx.1O"'!S

0 . 44x10- 11

3 .., 64xlo•.e

9 •.8

6 . 5x10-....

2 .• ?x10· 6

3 •.45x10- -11

4 •.S;g1o- s

l . 77xlo-l- 1

3 . 69x10• 8

9. 8

9,.sxio-•

5 . 3xl0,..5 .

5 ..2x10· 11

9 .. 6xl0--~ -

3 . S2x.10 -

3 . 67xl0"! 6

9. 8

l . 32xJ.o• 3

a . ox10-JS -

,

..

6 96x10- 11

14 . 5x10--e

11

5 . 28xl0""'.-1 :1-

3 . 64xl o--8 .

,,
(µ

t\)

·.,

'PABLE 2

A TABULATION OF

B" VALUES FOR THE SYSTEM POTASSIUM
ETHYL XANTHATE•-POTASSIUM CYANIDE- MOLYBDENITE
0

Mineral Sample 2

pH

Free Acid

m

cx-J

( D-)

( HXJ

( HD)

9.2

1-.67xl0•6

0

3 . 49XlO-ltl

9. 2

3 -. 33x10- 5

S. 7x10- e

7. oox10- 12

9.2

6 . 67x10-·5

2 . 7x1.0• 8

14. 0 x10- 1 ~

12 . 6

9 .2

11.7 x10-5

5 . 3x10-8

24 . 6 x10• 1 a

24._ 8 xl0""' 8

9 . 2·

15 . 0 x.10• 5

a. ox10-a

31. 6

0

(IDC - HXJ

. -•·

0

3 . 13xlo•·8

xio-e

x10- 12 37:4x10·"

B

0

:s.sx1.o• 12

1 .. 12xlo-e

10 •.54x10- 12

0 . 84xl0""' 8

21.• ox10· 1 :Ll

0 . 85xlo-s

2a. ox10• 1 "

o . 75x10-e

CA
""

...

'l'ABLE 3

-

A TABULATION OF "'B" VALUES FOR THE SYSTEM POTASSIUM
ETHYL XANTHATE"• POTASSIUM. CYANIDE-••HOLYBDENITE

H1nera.l Sample 3

pH

cx-J

9 . 52

6. 57.xlo-s

9. 52

10. 83:xlo-5

9. 52

29 •.2xl_o - a

Free Acid

m.
( D- )

( RX)

0

6. 71.xlo- 1 •

6 . 6'7xlo· 6

26.7xlo-

8

( HD)
0

(HX ...

HXJ

B
i

0

0

l0-.. 9x.lo•1a

1. 97xto• 6

4 ,. l9x10- 12

2 . 13.xl0"" 6

29 .. 4x10- 1 a

7.89:g;lo-e

22 . 65x10- 1 ~

2 . 87xlo-e

TABLE 4

A TABULATION OF ffB" VALUES FOR THE SYSTEM POTASSIUM
ETHYL XANTHA TE• POTASS IUM CYANIDE- MOLYBDENITE

Mineral Sample 4

Fr-ee Acid

m

pH

( D- )

( X""')

9.2

o.ssx10•5

9 ~2

4. 17.xlo-e

.

. ( HX)

( HD)

B

(HX - HXJ

('.Ill

0 ' - -.._

2 . '70xlo• 0

1. ?5.xl0- ia
8 . ?7xlo-is

S';.5

. 10, ax1o•r.

2 . 11ox10-5

9. 8

17 . 5x10-5

2 . 7ox10-e

9 . 2ax10-

113

10. 22

24 . 2.xlo-e

2 .. 70.xio- 6

4 . 86.xlo.-

18

ll. 4.xl0-

114

0

0

0

7 .02x10- 12

o. s6xio-~

a . 21x10- e

9 . 65x10• 1 "

1. 1ax10-e

4. 89xlo•e

7 . 53x10-

12 ... ex10-8

2 . 15xlo-s

12

l . 54.xlo- 6

3 . llx10· 12

l . 45xl0- 6

Ql
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of little value unless the relative conditions of the minerals
are known.
Figure (l) shows t he measured volumes of collector .
plotted against depressant volumes for threshhold bubble contact in t h e 75 ra.l . test solutions . 'f'he pH values are held con-

stant for eaeH plot . This figure gives a general picture of the
effect of pH upon bubble contact conditions 1n .the system stud•

ied. It wi11 be noted that molybdenite responds to much lower
concentrations of potassium amyl xanthate,, as reported by ;

Andelin, 1 than those of potassium ethyl xanthate . Other col•
lector•attra.oting minerals have shown the . same behavior . 2 , 5
Adsorption PotentialQ
From the relationships of equations (lS), (19) and {20)
the standard fr.e e energies of adsorption were ealeulated for
the collector and depressant acids on molybdenite . 'fn ese values
are tabu lated in Table 5 . Th e adsorption potentials .for ethyl

xanthie aoid on molybdenite are a pproximately the same as those
repo~ted by Andelin1 for n•amyl xanthic acid on molybdenite .

This agreement of the standard free energies of adsorption of
the two collector acids i s in harmony with the generally aoeept ...
ed theories on the adsorption of xanthates , It is believed

that both of these collector acids adsorb with the xanthate

18 9 ,
l

1Ande11n, op. ci.t .
2wark and Cox, Trans . Am. Inst .

(1934 ).

-

-

M.!.£• ~ • Engrs .• , .ill.

3Dzien1s1ewioz and Pryor, Bull. Inst. Minin,s ~
(1950 ); as reported in C. A. , 4475!'59--rt§'50 ).
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STANDARD FREE ENERGIES OF ADSORPTION OF ETHYL
XANT'rlIC ACID AND HYDROCYANIC ACID
ON MOLYBDENITE

Hvd.x-oovanic Acid ·
Sample

1
5
4

B (average)

( HXn)

AFa (oal . )

Ka

5 . 66.xlo-e

1 . 68xl0"" 11

2 . 1sx10 11

- 7 . 290

0, 89.xlO:" 6

3 . 49:x:.10· i~

2 . 55xl0 6

..,7 .,380

2 , 50xl0""' 6

6 . 7lxl0 •

12

3,73:x:10 6

1,39.xlo•e

1, 75x10• 112

-7, 600

7 . 94xl0 8

•8 .. 050

j

Ethyl Xanthic A<:dd
Assum.in~ 50

per aent surfa.ee c.overa~e

K,

Sample

K•

( RX,.,}

1

1

l. 6Bxlo• 11

5-.95xloio

•14/700

2

1

5 . 49x10• 1:a

2 . a?x10 11

.. 15,.600

3

1

6 . 7lxlo• 18

1:,49x1011

•15., 200

4

1

1 . 75x1:o- 12

~ Fn (eal. )

..

I

5.7lxl0 11

-1e,·ooo

Assumin~ 25 per cent; surface aovera ,e

1

o . 533

l. 68xlo- 11

l , 98xl0 1 '°

... 14,000

2

0 . 333

3,49x10•.'L2

9 . 54X.l0 10

-15, 000

3

0 . 333

6 , 71.x10• 1 a

4 , 96Xl0 10

·•14, 6()0

4

o . :333

l., 75xlo_•

l , 90xl0 11

•15,400

,.2

-
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portion on the mineral surface, leaving the dissimilar hydro-

carbon portions extending outward . The absorbing :portions of
the molecules would be a.pproxima~ely identical for both collect-

or acids .
It was found that the adsorption potential for hydro-

cyanic acid on molybdenite is much smaller than that for hydro•
sulfuric acid as reported by Andelin . 1 A difference. is to be

expected beoaus.e these two depressant acide are dissimilar ,.
Selective Flotation of Sulfide Minerals

The difficulties experienced int.he laboratory in stan"
dardizing a procedure for the cleansing and control of the molyb•
denite surface indicate that such careful control in an industrial p~ocess would be imp~actieal. Unless a simpler method

can be found to control the condition cf t he mineral surfaces
1n molybde.ite flotation circuits. it appears very difficult to
'

achieve se,l ecti ve flotation of' molybdenite in the pi,,esence of

sulfi de minerals possessing simi'l.a.r flotati ve properties . In
Figure (2) t he "B" value of rnolybdenite is plotted together

with the nB" values of four o·t her minerals " as reported by

Wadsworth. 2 The lines vepresent the collector-depressant ratio

whicll gives threshhold bubble contact . Points on the graph between any to minerals indicate collector... depressant ratios
which will selectively- float one of the minerals , pr ovided that
l

.
:Andel1n 1 op . cit .
2wadsworth, M. E , ; "Acid and Base Adsorption on Solids
from Aqueous Solutions of Strong Electrolytes . " Dissertation
(for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy ), University of Utah
(1951) .
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Figure 2. Comparison of B Values for
the Selective Flotation of
· Sulfide Minerals
&Wadsworth, "Acid and Base Adsorption on Solids from
Aqueous Solutions of Strong Electrolytes." Dissertation (for
the De~ee of Doctor of Philoaophy) University of Utah (1951)
p. 75.
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the surface conditions of the two minerals are properly con-.
trolled. Minerals which have wid ly different

t

B" values would

1

bo less difficult to separate~ requiring less careful control
of the mineral surface conditions.
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ABSTRACT
Tb.is dissertation involves a study of t be collector•
depressant equilibria of the flotation s,y stem potassium ethyl
xanthate-potassium cyanide ..molybdenite , based upon mineral- air
bubble contact measurements made by a modified captive bubble
teohnique 11 The Cook theory of single site free acid adsorption

is used to interpret the data . The standard free energies of

adsorption of ethyl xanthio acid and hydrocyanic acid on molyb•
den1te are calculated.

ADDITIONAL INVESTIGATIONS

or

In the following two sections are ineluded results

.

research efforts mad~ by the ~uthor, whioh · were disoontinued
.

e.a thesis projects1c but nevet>tbeless have a value to r$port.

Both 1nvestigationa have a b~ing u.pon adsot-ption, and .it

was

intended that these studies were to be u.s ed in assisting to

clarity further the adsorption p:roeesses. Result$ obtained af'tet-

'briei' investigation indicated. that it was •doubtful that a
s.ta.ntial eont:ribut1on to the knowledge

ot a.dso!1)t1on

$Ub•

would re•

Sult, from a continuation 0£ thees #tudi.es . Therei'ore., the mat•

e., r1el Which is reported herein is given merely as a guide or
aid

to .future

inv~stigators in this field. Though bound with

the preceding the.sis• it is not to be considered as a part

that thesis.

l

or

THER 10DY?-lAMIOS OF SINGLE•SITE~ PREE-. I TE

MONOMOLECULAR ADSORPTION AS I fVESTIGATtttt>
BY THE USE 'OF AN ADSORPTION EQUATION

The adsorption process, though widely used in t he ben•

eficiation of ores in industrial processes~_ i

little under•

stood,. Practiea1 knowledge in the uses of adsorption is exten•
sive , but there is yet mu.ch disagreement among leading _invest....

igato:rs pertaining to the actual mechanisms and the chemistry
of adsorption-. Thermodyna.7llic's is often a useful tool in ex•

plaining chemical processes, an4 this study has been made in an
effort to investigate from a thermodynamic approach the chem•
istry involved in· cert1;1.1n adsorption types-. The accuracy of the

investigation will be -dependent upon the truth of the original
assumptions m.ade-., as applied to the particular systems under

investigation.

Theoretical
Assuming m<>nomolecular adsox-ption as indicated by the
equation:
(1}

where s 0 1s an uncovered ava.ils.ble adsorption si te 1 s,1 is a
covered site, ~nd Xis the unit bei

<1'

s.dso:rbed.;, and assuming

also .f ree-site adaoz1pt1on (no interaction between adsorbed

un1ts)i the equ111br1u.m constant for the above adsorption
equation (1) may be written;
2

K

=

-·•-;--~-S:,.

S

+

80

3

t

So!9

. S1 + So -

(2)

'Where s 1 · is the total available adsorption site area whioh is
covered at equilibrium, S 0 is the total available adsorption

·site area not covered at equilibrium, and mis the equilibrium
molar oonoentration of the substance being adsorbed·• . The above

equation {2) may be reduced to th
·

.

n-rr --

,

~h
t

simple form:
(3)

... ,

s0 m

It the symbol w be used to indi.o ate the weight of the substance

adsoJ-bed at equilibrium on the surface of the adsorbent; W1 to

indicate the weight of substance in a complete monolayer (cover•
ing the entire available adsorption surfaC-e area},. and W0 to

indicate the weight of substance which can be adso:rbed per unit

area,- then:
(4)

Combining equations {3) and (4),

.J!... =

and,

KS 0m,

wll

KS 0m + S 0

W=

K W1 m
K :m + l

'=---Km

Km+ l ·

(5)

(6)

Equation (6) trw.:y also be written:
(7)

anda

-

\-1

m

= K W• • K W

(8)

If equation · (8) is plotted with W/m as the ordinate and W as

4

the abscissa,. then the slope of the plot equals (•K), and the
intercept with the ordinate axis equals K

w, .

From such a plot

both the equilibrium. constant (K ) and W• (the weight of a comp•

lete monolayer) may be determined. From a knowledge of K the •
standard free energy ( 4 F 0

)

of the adsorption reaction may be

ealculated from the thermodynamic relation,
(9)

where R is a known constant, and T 1s the absolute temperature .
There is a striking resemblance between the form of.
equation (6) and the Langmuir adso·r ption equat1on., 1
(10)

where P 1s the partial pressure of the gas being adsorbed, x

is the weight or gas adsorbed at equilibrium,. mis the weight

of t he adsorben$i, and a and bare constants (their magnitude

being derived from experimental data). For adsorption from sol•
ution, G (ooneentration) may be substituted fo.r P, and by slight

rearrangement equation (10 ) becomes :

(ll)

X•

where O is the equilibrium ooncentration· of adsorbate in dilute
solution.

Comparison of the Langmuir equation (11) and equation (6)
x (Langmuir)= W (Equation 6)

a (Langmuir)= K (Equation 6}

bre (Langmuir)

= w,

(Equation 6)

C (Langmuir)= m (Equation 6}

1R;B. Dean,

0

Modern Colloids," D. Van Nostrand Co., Ino . ,

New Yoi•k, 1949, p. 77 .
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Equation (6} therefore identifies the Langmuir constants, a and

b, and provides an opportunity for thel'Il1odyna.mio 1nvest1.gation
of those types of adsorption to which it applies • .
Application

Results of adsorption studies 1n solutions are sometimes
reported in the literature in the form of the Langmuir constants
a and b, because the experimenters found that their data, . wheo

plotted,, , gave the general form of the Langmuir adsorption iso•··

therm • . It is therefore convenient to apply th0se reported values

of a and b directly 1n the oalaulation of thermodynamic prop-

erties . This has been done with the data. reported by L1nner and
Gortner 1 trom their• experiments with thirty different oJ>ganio
acids adsorbed from solution on charcoal . Values of the stand•··
a.rd free energy change (

aF0

)

of the adsorption process were

calculated from the equation:
4 FO ::: •R T ln K

(9)

in which R equals 1 . 987 oalories/degree•mole, T equals 298 de•
grees Kelvin , and K equals a of the Langmuir equation .. These
values are reported in Table I . Application of equation (6) was
also ma.de to the data of Hartman, Bobalek and Kern 2 , with an
attempt to calculate entropy values according to the relations :
d

and

_/

AF= ... AS

(12)

d T

L\ H = AF + T A S

1Linne:r and Gertner ,

d•

(13)

Ph:z~ . Chem. , ~ , 35 (1935 ) .

2Hartman, Bobalek., and Kern, "Adsorption Isotherms of
Some Substituted Benzoic Aoida . "' From Colloid Laboratory,
Indiana University., Bloomington, Indiana (1945 ) •.
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.A plot of 4F a-3a1ns_t T at various ter:1peratures will give a line
of slope (""4S) as indicated by equation (12) ._ Then from a knowledge

l\ F

and d s values t he en tha.lpy (llH ) of the reaction may be

ealeula.ted .. The relative values of these standard thermodynamic

properties would be u s eful in indicating the reaction mechanisms ..
The results obtained from the Hartman.,, Boba.l k and Kern adsorption data are given in Table II ..
•

Interpretation

Inspection in Table I of the first homologous seri es of

organic acids,, from formic to oapro1c" and of the corres-p onding

c·aloula ted values ot the standard free energy of adsorption
(AF 0

)

on charcoal indicates a variation~ though slightly irreg•

ular* corresponding roughly to the number of non•ca.rboxyl carbons in the acid., This indicates the probability tha t the non•

polar carbon ohain is adsorbed on the surface. leaving the polar
oarbox.yl group free ~ The irit'egular1 ties in t h e variation of .D. F 0
with increasing number of carbon atoms remain to be explained
by some other mechanism.

Examination of known moleeule.r configurations and poss•
ible variations in the adsorption process due to structural
reasons fails to disclose a solution to the variations in the
tandard adsorption free e ergy values ..
An assumption made in th e derivation of the adsorption

equation, that of free•site adsorption (no 1nteraation between
adsorbed un1ts which are adjacent to eaeh other) , will now be
examined ~ If 1n addition to the bonds of attraction between the
adsorbed mol cule and t he surface of the adsorbent there were
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TABLE l

Organic Acid

Formula

Formic
Acetic
Propionio

HCOOH
CH 3 GOOH
CH 3 CH:aCOOH

1 0 0 calories
784

c.aproio

CHaCH2CH2GilsCOOH
CH3 CH,a CH,;, CHs CH9 COOH

'81
.. 909

Isobutyric
Isov,a lerio

(OH3 )sCHCH2000H

Butyrio

,

Standard Free Energy
.
of Adsorptiona

CH8 CHqCH2COOH

Valerie

(CH 3

)2 CHOOOH

Glycolic
Lactic
Glyoerie
Gl:,oxyllc
Pyruvic
Levulin1c

CHaCHOHCOOH
CHaOHCHOROOOH
HOOOOOH
OH 3 COCOOH

Oxalic
Malon1e
Succinic
G,lutario

HOOCCOOH
HOOCCH2 000H
HOOOOHeCHsCOOH

415

6a

HOCH2COOH

824
521
123
890

·318

CHa COCH• Olia COOH

• 419

653

HOOCOHaCffe CHs;. COOH

.Adipic

HOOCOH,aCHraCHaCHiaOOOH .

Malic
Tartaric

HOOCCHOHCH2 COOH
HOOCCHOHCHOHCOOH

Maleic

HOOCCH: CHCOOH
HOOCCH: CHCOOH
HOOCCH3 C:CHCOOH
CH3 C(OOOR): OHCOOR
HOOCC (:CHa)CH~COOH
HOOOCHaCH(CH3 )COOH

Fum.aric
Mesaoonic
Citraoonic

Itaeonic
Methylsuceini.o

Citric

a

J:.,

•256
451
•671
•377
329
460

HOOCCHa C (OH) (COOH )CH 2 COOH

Linner and Gortner

422
87

Phys,.

72
•1041
•377

•8
60

294
- 600
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TABLE 2

Temperature

lAoid

wa

W/ma

(centigrade) (millimoles) (millimoles/1 molal

Benzoic

. 20

20
20
30

.
'

.

o• Ghlorobenzo1c

30
30

40
40
40
50
50
50

o- Hydroxybenzoic

.

'

20

. 299
. 449
. 629

50
50
50

.; 281

. 439
. 571

50
50
50

3 . 71

4 , 36
2 ~42
4 . 68
. 2 . 33
1 . 5.9

109 •

17. 5,

7 .• 84
83 .

14, 6

7. 2

11. 97
6. 8
4 ~2
10 .
6 ~46
3 . 68
-

ao

40
40

. 403
. -173
. 198
. 280

• 109 ·

40
40

40

9 . 87
5 . 81
3 . 37
6. '7

. 350
·. 478
.,083
. 3.35
. 461

30
40

30

. 276
. 395
. 543

. 318

80
20
30

20
20
30
30

12 . 0
. 46

. 221

30

.

. 301

. 420
. 571

. 113
. 291
. 420
. 086

.
.

. 278

• 373
. 259
. 368
. 558
• 198
. 360

. 531

113 .

148.
30 .
86.

93 •
22 •
68 •

18 . 4

10. 4
33 •
17. 2
9. 3

-

avalues oaloulated from data of Hartman, Bobalek., and
Kern• nAdsorption Isotherms of Some Substituted Benzoic Acids . »
Oollo1'd Laboratory,. Indiana University., Bloomington., -Indiana (1945)
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TABLE 2 (continued)

A.cid
o• Aminobe,n zo1 c

Temperature
20
20
20
30
30
30
4b
40
40
50
5-0

ao

• 201
. 466
•.642
·. 094
. 420

. 8I8
• 415
. 6il7
. 818
. 404
. 572
.742

. 258

80
20
30
30

·. 345
. 468
•.216

40

:. 21s
·. 2eo

30
40
40
50

so
50

rn•Tolu!c

wa.

-

(eentiP.:rade) (millimolee} (mill1mol.e s/l mola1;

50

o..,Toluie

wa

.

20
20
20
30
30
30
40
40
40
50
50

50

. 312
,. 451
•.131

·~osa

. 122
. 152
.188
. 272
. 376

.180
,941

.. 357
,. 198

. 271
.347

;122

. 171
.22a

201 •

45 . 6
13. 4

94 .
35 • .
12.4
32 • .
11,. 5, ·,

6. 1

22 . 4

10. 8

!S:.2

86.

48 ~

28,.7

e . 3S
4.13
2 . 64

3 . 45·
·l.69

1,46

2 .10

1.54

. ao

18.B

9. 7
5.4
10.6

7. 5

s.o

5 . 83
3 . 48
'g. 02
3 .13 ,

1. 95
1.25

.
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TABLE 2 (continued)
Temperature

1\cid

. /m'

w

(centigrade} {millimoles) (mi llimolea/1 molal

p•Toluie

20

. 260
. 327

20

20
30
30
30

~451

. 207

30 . 6
'

. 303

•.439

. 259 ·

40

40
40

. 361

. 473

•.180 .
. 259,
. 350

50

50
50

14 . 9

7. 2

15 .. 9
112 •.1

6. 7

a •.95

5 . 16
2 .• 92

5. 0

3 . 24
2 . 04

-

forces of attraction acting between adjacent adsorbed molecules,
an investigatJ.on of the magnitude of these intermolecular forces
might explain variations in calculated values.of standard free
energy. Assuming that the melting points of the pure carboxylio
acids are roughly indicative of th

degree of intermolecular

associ tion, reference 1s now made to a peculiar prope.rty ex•
hibited by the melting points

ot the normal tatty acids .

Brewster1 discusses this subject as follows :

The melting points of the no~mal fatty acids exhibit
an interesting and rather peouli~r property . The accompany-

ing graph
the aoids
number of
1ng point

(see Figure 1) shows that the melting points of
ohange in a zigzag or •saw-toothed• manner as the
carbon atoms in the raoleoule ine:r-ee.ses . The melt,..
curve falls abruptly from. the relatively high ·

melting points of formi .c and aoetio acid, reaches a minimum

a.t pentanoio (valerie) aeid, and then rises in an irregular
fashion . A downward ex.tension of the right ...hand portion of
the curve {C 18 to C8 ) would indicate that the lower members
1n

Brewster., "Organic Chemistry., 11 Prentice• Hall, Inc.,
New ·York {i94f ) p,.183 .
Q.

11

80

eo

,o

•o
0

/

\

\1.

-•o
-•o

:z

.

J

)

u

I

-.._/

i__/

Li

'l

J

8

10

16

l

e

Carbon Atoms per Mole of Acid
Figure 1. Odd and Even Series of
Monocarboxylio Aoidsa

aR.Q. Brevater, "Organic Chemistry," Prentice Hall,
Inc., New York, 1948, p.183. ·
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of the series should have melting points in the neighborhood of 60• 80 degrees below zero . The relatively high melt•
ing points of the acids of low molecular weight are explained by the molecular association of these compounds . An in'"l'
crease 1n the number of carbon atoms int rferes with the
association, and, after passing through a minimum, the melting temperatures rise irregularly with inereasing cat-bon
content of the moleeulea . It will be observed that the melting point of an acid having an odd num.ber .or · carbon e.to:ms
is less than that of the preceding acid of an even number
of carbon atoms . Hence, the acids may be· divided 1nto the
•odd• and •even' series • • • • A similar phenomenon is ob•
&erved in the meltins points of the normal paraffin hydrocarbons, the diba.s1c acids, and certain other families of
homologous compounds . S:tmilar d.ifferenoes in the odd and
ev n aeries of a family of homologous compounds a.1:-e often
found also in th 1~ dissociation constants (if aoids o
bases),, in biological action.i wid in other proper·ties .

1

Values of the standard free energy of adsorption as

calculated from equation (6) apparently exhibit an ttodd and

evenn series similar to that of the corresponding melting points .

Assu.m.1ng the possibility of intermolecular assoeie.t1on bet een
adjacent adsorbed molecules, there would then be two binding·
.forces in operation upon the adsorbed molecules: (1) the ad•
sorption potential between the adsorbent surface and the adsorbate molecule , and (2) the forces of molecular association
between adjaoent adsorbed molecules . Assuming :further that

force number {l) would vary in a roughly linear man11er td th the
number of non•carboxyl carbons which can come in contact with
the adsorbent surface, then it would be expeeted that th~

values o:f the standard free energy of ad orptionw uld vary in
an odd and even manner _ according to the values of the interp
molecular association forces of the adsorbed molecules . In
making note of the faet that decreasing values of the standard
1 I.bid .
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tree energy of adsorption correspond to increasing adsorption
potential or tendency to adsorb, an inspection of the values
of standard free energy of adsorption of the first homologous
series in Table l indicates that there appears to be a.n nodd
and even 11 e!'f ct . If this is true, it 1s postulated that in
this case there might be intermolecular association between adsorbed molecules . Inasmuch as the· 11 odd ·~md even" effect observed

in sever l physieal properties · of' th

normal fatty acids

app-

ears to be not clearly und rstood, no definite conclusions may
safely be made from the above observations concerning the ad•
sorption mechanisms, Values of the standard free energy of adsorption for highe

members of this homologous series of fatty

acids would be useful to d termine whether this "odd and even"
series persists as the length of the carbon ehain increases
further ,. Unfortunately:, none of the higher niembers of the series
is water- soluble, and thererore cannot be adsorbed on charcoal
from aqueous solution a

was done with the lower members of the

series . However, it would be interesting for some investigator
to repeat this inve tigation using some solvent which would per•
mit adsorption m asurements with a considerable number of this
series of acids or with sonie other homologous series of organic
compounds . It would also be of value to investigate some system
which involves free - sit

adsorption from solution. if such a

system be !ound to exist . The relative values oft e standard
free energy of adsorption 1n such a system would be of clearer
significance in indicating adsorption mechanisms.
According to equation (8} a plot of W/m against

should

14
give a straight line of slope (-K) . However , plots of these

values from Table 2 for the adsorption of substituted benzolc
acids from benzene on oharooal at various temperatures failed

to produce straight lines in most cases . It was therefore impossible to calculate any thermodynamic properties from these
graphs . It appears that in this adsorption system, as in the
syst~m of fatty acids adsorbed from aqueous solution on ohar-

coal, the adsorption mechanism is more complex th.an free ..site 1
monomolecular adsorption •.

Summary
1. An adsorption equation applicable to adsorption .pro•
eesses invo lving monomolecular, f"ree-.site adsorption has been
presented .
2 ., This adsorption e uation identifies the constants

of the Langmuir equation.
3 , This equation and the thermodynamic properties de..,.
rived through it, if applicable to known systems, ean be useful
in indicating the adsorption potentials and the mechanisms involved .
4 . It bas been indicated that the adsorption systems

studied are not of the free•site adsorption type, but probably
involve intermolecular forces between adjacent adsorbed mole-

aules .
5 . It is suggested that fl,lrther studies might be made
in the application of this equation.

THE MEASUREMENT OF CATIONIC ACTIVITIES WITH A
DIFFERENTIALLY•PERMSABLE MEMBRANE OF

PURE AMB.ER LITE RE SIN

It has been observed by many investigators that there
are various types of natural and artificial membranes Which., if

placed between two solutions of different oationio activities ,
will a.ct e.s reversible electrodes with re.speet to the ¢at1on,.
It i:s then possible to place standard calomel ha.li'• cells in the
two solutions which are in contact with the membrane and to

measu!'e the potential difference between the two cells. If the
membr§ne is tJ"Uly reversible, the measured potential d1£ferenee
will be in accord with the Nernst equation:.
(1)

wh ere R and F are constants , n is the number of electrons trans•

ferred in a. single cell reaction; a..4 and a.N are the activities

of the cations and anions on one side of the membrane; a 8 and
ac are the actlvltiea of the aati on and the anion on the other

side of the membrane ; m, n , b, and o are the ooeffiolents of the

corresponding ions in the cell r eaction; E • E' is t he measured
potential ~ an~ Tis the absolute temperature . T'he nature of the
membrane structure which produces this "reversible,.,.electrode"

effect is not definitely known . Accordine; to a theory proposed

by

Sollaer the pore systems in these differentially~permeable
15

1.6

membranes may consist of narrow channels and wider cavities ,
which, interconnected at :random, traverse the membrane . 1• 2 • 3
The electrical behavior of such a membrane would be .governed
by two faetors :

(1) the ability of ions of' an electrolyte to

enter the pore system purely on a basis of size.,, · and (2) po,s .-

sible repelling forces emanating. from fixed dissociable g,;\oups
on the pore walls. If this theory is correct., and the proper
arrangement of structural and electrical properties could be
achieved, one ion of a binary electrolyte would be wholly ex•
eluded. Th~ membrane would then behave as a reversible electrode
to the other ion, If an ionic leak occurred, the membrane would
not function as a reversible electrode . If a durable membrane
oould be found wh1ch would give potential values in agreement

with the Nernst equation over a suitable range of activities,
it would become a very usef'ul_ tool in the measurement of ion
aotivities in unknown systems . Sellner and Carr 4 tested the

action of collodion membranes with K'.Cl solutions ~ but found that
the perfect membrane action was lost with KCl concentrations
,

above 0 . 1 molar . Results similar to t his were obtained by
Harshall5 using colloidal c:l.ays. It is considered that potential
deficiencie-s are due tc:> anionic leaks across the membrane. 6
1 sollner;

2

3

Ibid.
Ibid .

J.•

Phz~ . Chem.., , !Q., 47 (1945 ),.,

...

4 sollner and Carr., J . Gen •

5

6

-

Marshall, l, . P£1Y,,s . Chem. , 48 , 67 (1944 ).
Wyllie and Patnode , l_ . Phzs. Qhem.,, 54 , 204, (1950 ).
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This view 1s supported by statistical analysis of electroohem..,

ical action of shales in situ, s howing potentials in agreement
with those calculated for total concentrations of 3.0 molal
NaCl . It is thought that the effect of thickness and the

com~

parative absence of cracks contribute to the exoellent electro•
chemical behavior .

Experimental
A series of tests wer~ made with a commercial membrane
material made from pure pressed Amberlite resin. The method of

manufacture of this membrane was not revealed by the producers ,
but good action was claimed for it in accord with the Nernst
equation , Solutions of NaCl we:re carefully prepared in ooncen•

trations of O, l, 0 , 05 , 0 . 01, 0 . 005:, and 0 . 001 mola:r , With the
use of O. l molar NaCl as a standard; the potential of the cell
(as measured with standard ea.lomel half•oells) was measured (at
different pH values) between the standard and the other HaCl

solutions listed abov, Before eaoh test the membrane was wash•
ed by a brief oontaot

ith a dilute Na.OH solution, and then

rinsed three times with the solution to be tested. All $olutions
were kept at a constant temperature wh ile measurements were
being made.; Carefully timed readings were made s.u ccessively- un-

til equilibrium appeared to be reached.

Discussion
The results of num.erous measurements 111ade w1 th this

amberlite membrane did net appear to be satisfactory , Values
of potential measurements varied from o. 3 too . · of the ideal

values as indicated by the Nernst equation. No permanent
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equilibrium was establishedJ the potential r adings slowly
dropped .shortly after a temporary equllibrium appeared to have
been established . The membrane also appea~ed to slowly decom~
pose after a few days of repeated use, rendering any attempt to
calibrate such a membrane (wlth known solutions) of' little

apparent value . It is suspected that the low potential readings
e.s measured with this Amberlite membrane may be due either to
anionic leakages through the membrane , or to some type of hy•
drolysis action.
lf the m~mbrane had been functioning properly in the
range of _pH and oonoentration investigated, an attempt would

t hen have been made to.measure the cationic activities of var•
ious colloidal systems. Such knowledge would be a valuable
tool in assisting to clarify some of the adsorption mechanisms .
It is suggested that if an ideal membrane can be found, there
might be great value in a continuation of this investigation.

